Database workloads consist of mixes of queries that run concurrently and interact with each other. In this paper, we demonstrate that query interactions can have a significant impact on database system performance. Hence, we argue that it is important to take these interactions into account when characterizing workloads, designing test cases, or developing performance tuning algorithms for database systems. To capture and model query interactions, we propose using an experimental approach that is based on sampling the space of possible interactions and fitting statistical models to the sampled data. We discuss using such an approach for database testing and tuning, and we present some opportunities and research challenges.
INTRODUCTION
Characterizing a database workload requires understanding the impact of this workload on all aspects of the system. Such workload characterization is required, for example, when designing workloads and test cases to test database system features or performance, when tuning a database system in deployment, or when analyzing the performance of a production system. To this end, many benchmark workloads exist that consist of queries and transactions that try to stress different aspects of the database system [15] .
The typical workload in a database system consists of mixes of queries of different types running concurrently and interacting with each other. The interaction among queries can have a significant impact on their performance, and this impact can be positive or negative. For example, a query Q1 can bring data into the buffer pool that is then used by a concurrently running query Q2. Alternatively, Q1 and Q2 could interfere with each other on hardware resources such as CPU or memory, or on internal database system resources such as latches or locks. In this paper, we demonstrate the impact of query interactions and discuss their implications on database testing and performance tuning.
To illustrate the need for reasoning about query inter-actions, consider the TPC-H benchmark, which is widely used to test decision support systems. Studying the performance characteristics of individual TPC-H query types gives us insights into database system performance, but it is not enough to answer questions such as the following: If we run 5 concurrent TPC-H queries, namely, 2 instances of Q1 with 3 instances of Q13, then what would be the performance of the system? How would a single instance of Q1 behave compared to the case of running 5 concurrent instances of Q1? Looking at Q1 alone or Q13 alone does not allow us to accurately answer these questions. We need to incorporate interactions among concurrent queries into our understanding of workload characteristics and database system performance. As an example of the effect of query interactions on performance, consider the two workloads shown in Figure 1 . Both these workloads consist of exactly the same 60 instances of TPC-H queries running on a 10GB database on DB2 (details of our experimental setup are presented in the next section). The database physical design and the tuning parameters of DB2 are exactly the same for both workloads. The only difference between the two workloads is the arrival order of the queries, which results in different query mixes being executed by the system. This simple change results in the completion time changing from 3.3 hours to 5.4 hours. In Workload 1, queries that compete for resources get executed concurrently, resulting in negative interactions. In Workload 2, queries that help each other get executed together, resulting in positive interactions. The 2.1 hour difference in performance is completely attributable to different query Query Type
10.07 5.76 9.66 6.12 7.12 7.3 interactions in the different runs. We show later that query interactions affect not only end-to-end workload completion time but also resource consumption. Therefore, we argue that it is important to consider query interactions when answering questions about different aspects of a database system such as testing, tuning, capacity planning, and performance prediction. Surprisingly, very little work in the database literature deals with studying query interactions in the general sense. There are specific research works like work on multi-query optimization (e.g., [12] ), and work on sharing scans in the buffer pool (e.g., [10] ). Some works deal with transaction mixes but define a transaction mix as the set of transactions observed during a monitoring interval, without considering the concurrent execution of these transactions and the interactions that this concurrent execution induces. Such interaction-oblivious mix models have been used for performance prediction, capacity planning, and anomaly detection [14, 18] . In this paper we show that the interactions ignored by these works can have a significant impact on performance.
Our model of a database workload is that it consists of a sequence of query mixes. Some previous work models a workload as a sequence of queries, but ignores the effect of concurrent query execution [1] . To study the effect of query interactions on an entire workload, we start by studying the query interactions within individual query mixes. We assume that the query types that appear in the mixes are known a-priori. A query mix consists of a number of different instances of each query type, where different instances of a query type may have different parameter values. It is relatively simple to determine the query types a-priori if the query workload is generated by a fixed set of applications (e.g., report generation applications in a business intelligence setting). Having a fixed set of applications is a common mode of operation for many database systems, so the discussion in this paper is widely applicable. However, there are cases where a query workload is purely ad-hoc. In these cases, an extra step is required to classify the ad-hoc queries into a fixed set of query types. This extra step is beyond the scope of this paper and is an interesting direction for future work.
In this paper, we present some results from an experimental study of the impact of query interactions on performance and resource consumption. We present examples of interactions and their effect in Section 2, and we discuss the implications of these interactions in Section 3.
EXAMPLES OF QUERY INTERACTION
To illustrate the effect of query interactions in different query mixes on run time and resource consumption, we conducted an experimental study using queries from the TPC-H benchmark with two database sizes, 1GB and 10GB. The database system we use is DB2 version 8.1, and we ran our experiments on machines with dual 3.4GHz Intel Xeon CPUs and 4.0GB of RAM running Windows Server 2003. The buffer pool size of the database was set to 400MB for the 1GB database, and 2.4GB for the 10GB database. We used the DB2 Design Advisor to recommend a set of indexes for our workload, and we ran the DB2 Configuration Advisor to ensure that the configuration parameters are well tuned.
Let Q1, Q2, . . . , Q22 be the 22 TPC-H query types. We use query mixes consisting of different numbers of instances of different TPC-H query types, where the instances have different parameter values as required by the TPC-H specification (the queries are generated using the TPC-H QGEN program). Table 1 shows the run time of the 6 longest running TPC-H queries on a 1GB database when they run alone in the system, which we denote by tj. Table 2 shows the run time of these queries on a 10GB database. Each run time represents the average run time of 10 instances of the particular query type. There is little variance in run time for a specific query type since TPC-H uses uniform distributions for data and query parameters. We also experimented with skewed (Zipfian) data distributions and observed significant effects of query interactions in this setting. Our approach to dealing with skewed data distributions is to sub-divide each query type into sub-types according to the range of parameter values to minimize the variance in run time within a query type. We omit a detailed discussion of skewed distributions from this paper.
The multi-programming level (MPL) of the database is M . The MPL represents the number of queries that execute concurrently in the system at any time. A set of queries that execute concurrently in the system is referred to as a query mix. Query mix mi can be represented as a vector Ni1, Ni2, . . . , NiT , where Nij is the number of instances of query type Qj in mi, and T j=1 Nij = M . We denote the average run time of queries of type Qj in mix mi by Aij.
We start with a simple example demonstrating the impact of interactions in a query mix on the completion time of a given query type in this mix. Table 3 shows three mixes consisting of the 6 long-running query types on the 10GB database. The high variability in Aij illustrates the effect of query interactions. Consider the average run time of Q1 and Q7 in the first two mixes. Both mixes have M = 5, and both have one instance each of Q1 and Q7, but there is an increase in Aij in m2 for all query types. In particular, the run time of Q7 is more than twice its time in m1. One may be tempted to think that this is just because of the characteristics of Q13 which was introduced in m2. The next mix m3 shows that this is not true. In this mix, both Q1 and Q7 actually improve their performance from m2, even when we increase the number of instances of Q13. The effect of query interactions in a 1GB database can be seen in Table 4 . Consider the average run time of Q21 in the Table 3 : Aij for different query types in query mixes on a 10GB database. Table 4 : Aij for different query types in query mixes on a 1GB database. Table 5 : Aij for different query types in query mixes on a 10GB database.
two mixes m4 and m5. Both these mixes have M = 20, yet Aij for Q21 in m5 is almost three times that for m4. The performance of these mixes and all other mixes used in this paper is repeatable and consistent across different runs of the experiment.
Next, we present interesting cases of "positive interactions." Table 5 shows some query mixes for this setting. Mix m6 in this table presents an example of positive interaction for Q7. The average run time of Q7 in this mix, Aij, is 72.7 seconds, while the run time of Q7 when it is run alone in the system is 102.06 seconds (Table 2) . Thus, Q7 benefits from being run in this mix, taking less time on average than if it were run alone. Mix m7 presents another example of positive interaction, this time for Q18. The average run time of Q18 in this mix is 539.3 seconds, compared to a run time of 554.56 seconds when it is run alone. Thus, Q18 benefits from being run with 4 instances of Q1. Mixes m7a and m 7b show repeated runs of mix m7 with different instances of the same query types. The results for all variants of m7 are similar, illustrating the repeatability of our results. The above examples show that query interactions can be negative (where Aij > tj) or positive (where Aij < tj). Interestingly, mix m6 exhibits both positive and negative interactions: Q7 benefits from running in this mix, but the performance of the other three query types is severely degraded.
Next, we demonstrate that query interactions can be fairly complex, with small changes in the query mix sometimes having a huge impact on performance that may be very difficult to predict. In Table 6 , we focus on three-way interactions for mixes with one instance of Q21 on the 10GB database. In all examples we have M = 5. The completion time first increases with the introduction of an instance of Q9, then it decreases and increases alternatively as we keep increasing the number of instance of Q9 and decreasing the number of instances of Q13. The same behavior for three-way interaction can be seen on the 1GB database in Figure 2 . Here we fix Nij = 3 for Q21 and vary the number of instances of Q7 and Q9 such that M is always fixed to be 30. Once again we can see that Aij for Q21 varies significantly with no easily predictable pattern. These examples demonstrate that we cannot accurately predict the performance of queries unless we are able to model the effect of other queries running concurrently with them in the query mix. Focusing on individual query types and ignoring interactions can lead to inaccurate conclusions about performance. Thus, it is important to develop mixbased characterization of query workloads to better understand the performance of database systems.
Next, we present experiments measuring resource consumption in different query mixes. Here again we will see that traditional approaches that profile the resource consumption of individual queries and workloads while ignoring interactions may not be useful. When queries run concurrently, resource utilization and performance bottlenecks can Table 8 : Resource consumption for different mixes of Q13 and Q21 on a 10GB database.
change considerably from one mix to another. Tables 7 and 8 show the resource consumption of different mixes with twoway query interaction and M = 5 on the 10GB database. The tables report average CPU utilization (in %) and average seconds per disk transfer for the different mixes. Seconds per disk transfer is a direct measure of disk response time including the queueing time (so it captures the effect of varying load). In both tables we run Q13 with one other query type and observe the resource consumption of the mixes. As expected, resource consumption varies as we vary the query mix. However, what is interesting is that even when we have only two query types, just replacing an instance of one query type with an instance of the other can significantly change resource consumption, further demonstrating the significance of query interactions. Consider mixes m13 to m18 which all consist of instances of query types Q13 and Q9. In m16, the CPU utilization and disk transfer time are significantly lower than m15 and m17. The CPU utilization for m18 is considerably higher than m17. All these changes are the result of changing just one query instance from one mix to the next. The pattern of resource consumption is complex and rapidly changing due to the nature of query interactions. In many cases the bottleneck resource is neither CPU nor disk, but some other resource not being monitored such as locks, memory, database or operating system latches, etc. It is clear from these tables that considering query mixes is important for answering questions not only about query run time but also about resource consumption. Another interesting observation from these tables is that there is little correlation between resource consumption and query run time. This is further illustrated by Figures 3 and 4 . The figures plot CPU utilization and seconds per disk transfer in different query mixes (on the 10GB database) against the average completion time of Q9 in these mixes. There is no clear correlation between mix resource consumption and query completion time.
IMPLICATIONS OF QUERY INTERAC-TION
After presenting examples of query interactions and demonstrating the significant impact that they have on performance and resource consumption, we now ask the question: How do these interactions affect database testing and tuning? In this section, we present some implications of query interactions on database testing, and some challenges that arise due to these interactions. Sampling and Test Case Design: An important consequence of query interactions is that the design of test cases and workloads for testing and evaluating database systems should take these interactions into account. For example, consider the two workloads in Figure 1 . These workloads use the same queries, and the only difference between them is in query interactions. If database testing is not interaction aware, two test runs may use these queries in the two orders shown in Figure 1 , resulting in a 2.1 hour difference in run time that is not due to any feature of the database system being tested, but rather due to query interactions.
To make database testing and tuning interaction aware, we need to view the problem of designing test cases and test workloads as a problem of sampling from the space of possible query interactions. An important challenge is how to design the test workloads to maximize coverage of the space of possible query interactions while minimizing the sampling budget. Principled sampling approaches such as Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) [8] can help address this challenge, and it is important for database testers to employ such approaches and design interaction-aware test cases. In addition to the "active sampling" approach proposed above, it may be possible to obtain useful information about query interactions through "passive sampling" from the workloads in a production system. If we (passively) monitor the execution of production workloads, we could determine which query mixes were actually encountered in these workloads, how long each mix ran, what effect each mix had on resource consumption, etc. This passive sampling cannot guarantee the same comprehensive coverage of the space of possible query mixes as active sampling, since it is restricted to mixes that have actually been observed and does not provide information about potential mixes that have not been seen yet. However, passive sampling can provide a database tester, DBA, or automatic tuning tool with a compact and useful characterization of the workload on the system. Performance Modeling: Sampling the space of possible query interactions is a first step towards understanding the effect of these interactions on performance. To build performance models that reflect the effect of query interactions, we advocate the use of "black-box" modeling techniques that fit statistical models to the observed sample data.
It may be possible to build "white-box" performance models that capture the effect of query interactions, but as the systems and the query workloads become more complex, it becomes increasingly difficult to build such models from the ground up. Query interactions can happen at many different levels and their effect on performance can be subtle, so an interaction-aware white-box model would need to consider hardware resources (CPU, memory disks, and disk controllers), database internals (query plan, access methods, buffer pools, working memory, locks, latches), operating system internals (scheduling, latches, queuing delays), and possibly other factors. All these factors would need to be monitored and would need to be reflected in the model. To avoid having such complex (and likely brittle) models with high monitoring requirements, we advocate moving to an experimental modeling approach. Note that such an approach has long been used in the Internet Measurement community (e.g., [4] ) as a way to model the performance of a very complex system. Work that uses a black box modeling approach are also starting to appear in the database literature [7] .
To use experimental modeling techniques, we need to fit a statistical model to the observed performance in our samples. Our goal is to obtain a set of functions of the form
where y is the performance characteristic that we are modeling for a specific mix (e.g., CPU utilization, average completion time of a specific query type, etc.), xi is the number of queries of type i in the mix (for the purpose of modeling, a mix is defined by a vector of xi's), and f (.) is a function representing the statistical model. The form of f (.) depends on the type of model that we are using (the model structure). There are many well-known model structures, such as linear regression, regression trees, locally weighted linear regression [17] , Gaussian processes [13] , and others. All of these model structures can be fit to the observed sample data (the model training data) using well-known techniques. Choice of the model structure impacts model accuracy, but if the training data is representative, then a good model can be typically found easily. In our work, we have found linear regression and Gaussian processes to be good model structures that are accurate for a broad spectrum of query mixes.
To illustrate the practicality and accuracy of our proposed approach, we present an example of its applicability to predicting query completion times in different mixes. For this example, we use LHS to collect 24 sample query mixes on the 10GB database, and we use the Weka data mining toolkit [16] to build models for the completion time of the different query types in different mixes. Figure 5 shows the average completion time of Q21 in three different mixes on this database. The figure shows the actual measured completion time, and the predicted completion time using two model structures in Weka: linear regression and the more advanced Gaussian processes [13] . From the figure we can see that, as we saw before, the average completion time of Q21 varies significantly from mix to mix. The figure also shows that linear regression can predict the completion time with some accuracy, and that Gaussian processes are more accurate than linear regression. Thus, we can see that (1) the sampling and experimental modeling approach works even with a small number of samples, (2) simple models such as linear regression can be reasonably accurate, and (3) with careful choice of more advanced modeling techniques we can achieve very high accuracy. We have observed similar accuracy results in other experiments. In one experiment, we measured the accuracy of the model on a test workload of 20 random mixes. We found the mean relative error to be 31% for linear regression and 20% for Gaussian processes.
Accurate performance models are a very useful tool for characterizing and understanding query interactions. For example, they can inform a tester or DBA about parts of the space of possible interactions that place a high load on resources. These models can also indicate which queries interact negatively with each other and which interact positively. Thus, they can serve as a basis for focusing testing and tuning efforts.
Interaction-aware Tuning: Understanding query interactions through sampling and performance modeling can be used to improve the solutions to many administration and performance tuning problems in database systems. For example, in our prior work we have developed an interactionaware query scheduler for long-running queries that was able to improve performance by up to 4x [2] . The scheduler schedules batches of long running queries in a report generation setting. It relies on sampling the space of possible mixes and fitting linear regression models to predict query completion times in different mixes. The models are used in a linear programming formulation of the scheduling problem, and the solution of the linear program is the basis of the interaction-aware schedule.
Since query interaction has such a significant effect on run time, it would be useful to develop interaction-aware techniques for predicting the completion time of complex query workloads, or the progress of workloads or specific queries. It may also be beneficial to incorporate interaction awareness into other database system components such as query optimizers or physical design advisors. All of these possibilities represent interesting avenues for future research.
The notion of a database workload as a mix of queries has been taken into account by prior work in database system tuning as discussed in Section 1. While such works are definitely relevant, in this paper we show that query interactions can have complex and subtle effects, and we advocate an end-to-end view of query interactions and using experimental modeling to capture their effects.
Interactions in Other Contexts: While the focus of this paper is on interaction awareness in traditional database systems, we point out that interactions can arise in other database contexts, and it should be possible to extend our approach of sampling and experimental modeling to these contexts. For example, a particularly interesting area for extension is parallel dataflow execution frameworks such as Map-Reduce [6] or Dryad [9] . In a typical usage scenario for these frameworks (and for systems that build on top of them such as Pig [11] or SCOPE [5] ), there is a set of related, longrunning, resource-intensive tasks that execute concurrently (e.g., Map-Reduce tasks). We believe that it may be very useful to develop scheduling and tuning algorithms that take into account the interactions between these tasks. For us, this is still an open area of exploration.
Leveraging Computing Clouds for Experimentation:
Our approach to modeling query interactions requires running experiments to sample the space of possible query interactions. An important question when adopting this approach is where to run these sampling experiments? The production system may not be available for extensive experimentation, and there may not be an available test system. Testing and tuning always requires experimentation, so whether the approach is interaction-aware or not, some capacity for experimentation has to be provided. The emergence of computing clouds such as Amazon's EC2 [3] makes experimentation much easier by providing virtually unlimited computing capacity for running experiments. So if the experiments required to sample the space of possible interactions cannot be run on the production or a test system, it should be possible to implement a full sampling and testing infrastructure that can easily be run on Amazon's EC2. This is especially relevant if the production system is itself running on Amazon's EC2.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we show that query interactions have a significant effect on database system performance. Thus, it is important to take these interactions into account in database testing and tuning. We advocate using an experimental sampling and modeling approach for capturing query interactions, and we discuss some potential benefits of interaction awareness. The paper outlines several opportunities and research directions for database testing and tuning.
